The new technology
in the corporate
world, the foundation
of success in your
business!

Efficiently manage
every process of
your business from
procurement to sales

The Logo j-Platform solution, developed by using new technologies, delivers efficient and effective
management of business processes such as Procurement, Sales, Distribution, Finance and Budgeting
in medium-sized and large corporate businesses. It incorporates features such as a role-based
customizable desktop and an in-product search engine into a stylish design, collectively bringing the
user experience to a whole new level.

Carry your business forward with digitalization and
technological developments to stand out from the
competition
Growing in a competitive business environment requires sharing of information in a quick and secure
way, both within the company and throughout all other channels, including distributors. Business
processes should be more effective in order to keep pace with the increasing competition, which
is the result of digitalization and technological advancements. The Logo j-Platform is designed with
the idea that structures and work procedures of businesses are not the sameand is built on a flexible
framework which can be adapted to meet the specific needs of companies, allowing you to exactly
model your business processes with many configuration options. Logo j-Platform enables control of all
operational processes from a single point, so companies with headquarters and branches can allow
their users in different locations to remotely access the system simultaneously and collaborate with
each other.

Logo j-Platform, which can work integrated with
many new-generation Logo applications such as
Human Resources, Business Analytics, Customer
Relations Management, Workflow Management,
and e-Government solutions, can offer solutions
for all your needs.You can also only purchase
the modules you need in the e-Government
and Human Resources processes and use
them directly through Logo j-Platform. By using
this platform you can enrich your standard ERP
functions with portal applications specific to your
business and sector.

With a rich modular
structure j-Platform
allows
You can manage your group companies and therefore standardize
all of your processes.
You can use a single platform to monitor all of your sales processes and
manage flexible campaigns which will increase your sales efficiency.
You can plan your deliveries according to vehicle capacities and
distribution routes.
You can have full control over your resources in the project
management process, therefore reducing costs.
You can prepare reports such as progress, construction diary and
bill of quantities, specific for project contracting processes.
You can manage leasing, cash flows, credit processes and your
financial investments.
You can work with multiple account charts and prepare your reports
in international standards.
You can easily prepare your budgets and follow up allowances
(income / expenses / balance sheet / cash etc.)
You can manage your company assets based on their types and you
can follow-up any failures or maintenance processes.

Create your own desktop which contains
processes that you use
Logo j-Platform’s stylish desktop design which does not strain eyes enables you to easily
and quickly access all the information you need with customizable features. Create
shortcuts or group your most frequently used processes in specially created desktops
along with the default desktops based on user roles by using Logo j-Platform. With Logo
j-Platform, which allows its users to customize shortcut buttons in order to speed up their
work, it is also possible to change the shortcut commands you create.

Reach a whole new level of user experience with the
customizable and stylish interface
You can add new fields to the forms within Logo j-Platform. You can also easily search
these forms. These features of Logo j-Platform makes it possible to customize the forms
developed with easy and fast visual adaptation for users without knowing any programming
languages.

You can use web-based Logo j-Platform anytime, anywhere.

Reduce your investment costs with
Logo j-Platform’s flexible structure
Thanks to the “Docker” technology, used by the Logo j-Platform solution, multiple operating
systems can share the same equipment. The “Docker” technology creates multiple virtual
machines on a single physical machine, therefore for every new application created, a
new virtual machine is created on your existing server, as an opportunity to reduce your
investment costs.
This technology in Logo j-Platform allows you to invest as required whenever needed,
therefore you can use your company’s resources efficiently. You can increase the
number of your servers in parallel to the growth of your company and you can define an
unlimited number of users.Moreover, large reports are processed and batch processes
are performed by the server and then transmitted to the client, therefore users’ system
performance remains unaffected.
There are two models of installation for Logo j-Platform: on-premise and private hosting;
In the On-Premise (local hosting service) model, the platform is installed on the hardware
that is provided by your company. If your company already invested in server hardware
and, you can use this method to have Logo j-Platform installed, then immediately start
using your application.
In the Private hosting service, your Logo j-Platform is installed in an external environment
for your company without any hardware and maintenance investments. If you’d like to
reduce the initial investment and maintenance costs for hardware, you can outsource the
hosting service for Logo j-Platform to Logo or any other service provider you choose.

Local hosting service

Pay as you go license fee

The product is installed on the
company’s own server.

License fee is paid as monthly or
yearly payments.

HOSTING

Private hosting service

One time license fee

The product is installed within
a private environment in a data
center outside the company.

The product is installed within the
company environment (on-premise)
and a one time license fee is charged.

Logo j-Platform;
The product can be purchased paying a one-time license fee or with the pay as you go
model.
The product can be installed as two different models: on-premise and private hosting
(Cloud).
Platform independent work environment which provides hardware cost advantage.
It allows batch processes to be performed on the server, without overloading the client
machine.
It offers rich integration and customization possibilities.

Manage your processes such as installation,
maintenance and updates from a single center
Since the product is installed on a single center, upgrades and maintenance activities can
be managed from a single center as well. After a version upgrade or maintenance activity,
all users who connect to the center can access the updated product. This minimizes
maintenance and management costs and critical issues, in terms of security settings and
backup processes which are important for a business’s existence, can be monitored from
a single center.

Rapidly deploy your sales and distribution strategies
with Logo j-Platform’s abundant function set
You can manage all of your sales and distribution processes in the most efficient way
possible using Logo j-Platform’s abundant function set. You can perform all the processes
you need, from creating documents required for sales and distribution to defining flexible
prices and promotions, vendor follow-up and route planning for distribution vehicles. All
costs related to deliveries are recorded in detail in cost centers. In addition, you can define
distribution vehicles for deliveries and you can easily monitor the capacities and routes of
these vehicles.

Use all of your resources efficiently in your project
management processes with Logo j-Platform
You can save your projects created by Logo j-Platform Project Management module in
templates and link the processes performed in other program modules with your projects.
Thanks to this module you can monitor your planned and realized costs through the
system, therefore have control over the management of your project resources such as
time, money, labor and materials. Furthermore, you can use the Gantt Chart and PERT chart
interfaces to monitor the graphical summary of your projects. In addition, you can use the
Logo j-Construction module, which was developed specifically for the construction sector,
as an integrated solution for your sector-specific needs.

Create accurate strategies that lead to success with
efficient budget management
With Logo j-Platform Budget Management module you can easily revise and republish
your budgets and define many budget items such as expenses, income, cash inflow, and
outflow, etc. You can define relationships between your budget items and your projects
and activities. Logo j-Platform comes with the ability to define calculation and control
criteria for receipt types and with its Budget Management module, you can also manage
your budget records in different currencies. You can easily follow up on all allowances in
the budgeting process and allocate allowances to specific organizational units using the
budget module. You can also define limits and remove limits from allowances. It is very
easy to view planned allowance amounts, current unused amounts and planned budget
overruns and you can review budget items and calculate budget totals collectively.

Work in full compliance with international accounting
standards
Logo j-Platform allows you to work in full compliance with current legislation and
international accounting standards; you can also create financial and fiscal reports
as per these standards for certain time periods. With Logo j-Platform, you can monitor
your company’s financial activities in the most accurate way possible, view up-to-date
information, and take control of each level of access to the system with its authorization
and security features. You can personalize pre-defined financial statements based on
specific requirements; you can access transactions via receipt records and download all
exchange rates from the Logo portal. You can also create a second accounting chart to
establish full consolidation between institutions.

Complete the e-Transformation process with
Logo j-Platform
Logo j-Platform’s e-Transformation module, which is developed in line with Revenue
Administration (GİB) standards within the scope of the legal framework regarding issuing,
transmitting, storing and submitting of invoices in the electronic environment as electronic
documents, allows you to electronically issue and transmit electronic documents which
bear the same legal characteristics as paper invoices and dispatches. You can use
j-Platform e-Transformation module to submit your documentation such as e-Invoices,
e-Archive Invoice and e-Dispatch to the RA and also transfer and respond to your invoices
and dispatches from the RA. The MT-940 (International Standard Settlement Format)
integration allows you to view your files which are sent by banks to your company and
contain records of the movements in your accounts.

Trust Logo j-Platform in your bidding processes
You can organize all of your bidding processes for sales and purchases using the Logo
j-Platform Bidding Management module and easily manage all tenders who participated in
or opened by your enterprise and define consortiums and partnerships. The module also
allows you to define bidding methods and have fields to indicate conflict or cancellation
reasons for tenders. You can also easily monitor your business processes such as selecting
commissioners and defining authorized persons and targeted suppliers regarding the
tender, using Logo j-Platform. Moreover, the Logo j-Platform Bidding Management module
can be used to perform processes which require checks, such as follow-up of price offers
and warranty and security processes related to bids.

IT personnel who intend to customize
the Logo j-Platform solution according
to the needs of their companies;
technical content

Service-oriented architecture allows you to integrate
j-Platform with your company systems
You can use Logo j-Platform’s Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) to run your application
records in an integrated manner with external systems through Excel, XML and web services,
and also import and export all of your data in the product in XML and Excel formats. RESTful
API is supported for web and mobile applications. If you are developing your own applications
or want to integrate Logo j-Platform with different applications, you can utilize RESTful API.
RESTful API is an interface which standardizes and facilitates the development of web-based
or mobile applications. Every function offered by the product can be opened to external use
through web services. During these procedures, the Logo j-Platform system works as a core
system and company software can connect to the Logo j-Platform system.

Run your product development projects in an integrated
structure within your company
Every company is different in terms of their requirements, processes, and objectives. The
primary purpose is to provide an interface to completely meet all user requirements and
expectations through a single platform. Developed for this specific purpose, the Logo
Platform Tailor (LPT) is an open-source and scalable development platform through which
businesses can develop their own software according to specific needs. This platform
is “Eclipse” based and can be learned after short-term training and it is very flexible and
easy to use for software developers. You can create in-house customization/product
development teams to work in the LPT platform and extend your system in an integrated
structure by planning all additional development processes within the business, according
to the needs arising from the ever-changing competitive environment.
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Our integrated solutions
with Logo j-Platform

Business analytics: Businesses are in need of transforming
huge amounts of data that does not make sense on its own
into significant information and therefore, value. Logo business
analytics solutions process data from tens of different sources
quickly and meticulously, and provides real-time information
and reports to decision-making mechanisms. With the budget
management solution, budget processes are managed faster,
more flexibly and securely. Logo Business Analytics Solutions
help you to stand out against the competition.

Warehouse management system: The warehouse
management system plays a key role in the integrated
management of the entire value chain, from production
to sales. Thanks to integrated and automated warehouse
management, business costs are reduced while efficiency
increases. The Logo Ocean and Logo Neon solutions in Logo’s
warehouse management system portfolio manage the flow of
materials, information and money in an integrated manner in
every business that engages in warehouse management. As a
result, warehouse processes are improved, and the right product
can be offered at the right time, in the right place and at the right
price. This, in turn, improves service quality and customer
satisfaction.

Customer relationship management: One of the main
elements of the customer-oriented approach is to get to know
the customers well and manage customer relations in the
most effective way. Logo CRM enables you to manage your
field operations, marketing activities and every sales process
quickly in order to communicate with your customers in the
most proper way, and in line with your sales and marketing
targets. While the operations of dealers and field sales teams
are easily planned on Logo CRM, a corporate memory can
be created by monitoring the customer information and
developments in real-time.

Workflow management: Creating, monitoring and finalizing
business processes efficiently have a direct impact on business
profits. Logo Flow, the workflow management solution of
Logo, accelerates business processes and provides more
effective management. Logo Flow is preferred by the SMEs
and corporate businesses seeking to organize their business
processes in a simpler and more systematic structure and aim
to transfer internal/external information accurately, securely
and quickly.

e-Solutions: Logo e-Solutions, developed in accordance
with the standards set by the revenue administration, include
many different applications such as e-Invoice, e-Archive
Invoice, e-Ledger and e-Dispatch. Thanks to Logo e-Solutions,
businesses reduce their paper, printing, archiving and
labor costs, decrease operational burden, and accelerate
financial processes. Providing value-added solutions such
as e-Reconciliation and e-Extract, innovative applications
based on artificial intelligence and Internet of Things, it also
thoroughly guides your digital transformation journey.

Human resources: Agile human resources processes increase the overall service quality of the business and the efficiency of
human resources teams. With the HR Solutions provided by Logo, all HR processes are digitalized and add value to businesses.
Payroll Solutions also allow for the error-free and fully compliant management with legal legislation of payroll processes of
employees.

For further
information about
j-Platform

Logo
solutions:

The most
valuable
IT brand of
Turkey

Ecosystem
of 5000+
people

800+

90.000+

Business
partners

Active
customers

1.200+

Employees

Logo is coding the future together with its customers, business
partners, employees, investors and all stakeholders as a company
contributing to the sustainable success of its customers with its
products and services that appeal to all companies from micro size
to enterprise level. It creates value for its customers with passion
and agility.
Turkey’s largest public software company and most valuable
information technology brand* Logo, operates in software sector
as one of the leading companies since its establishment in 1984.
Logo offers application software to enterprises ranging in size from
micro companies to large scale corporations. The company, by
increasing innovation and creativity in its products and services,
lays the foundation for sustainable success by accompanying
more than 200,000 companies so far on their journey of growth,
with more than 1,200 employees and 800 business partners in 4
different countries at 7 different locations.

years, Logo has a large and dynamic ecosystem that extends from
partners to Logo users, from academicians to students and industry
professionals. Along with the power stemming from this ecosystem,
and believing in the dreams of its customers, sharing the same goals
and working diligently to fulfil them, Logo carries out its business
with the vision of coding Turkey’s future together.

In addition to Enterprise Resource Planning, Logo’s offerings
comprise many complementary solutions such as Customer
Relationship Management, Human Resources Management,
Workflow Management, Warehouse Management Systems,
Business Analytics Solutions and Retail Solutions. Having taken the
lead in the ERP sector in terms of number of customers for many

Logo completed a significant portion of its 35-yearlong history as the
market leader in the industry, and after a series of strategic investments
aiming at transferring the know-how and experience gained in the
Turkish market to abroad, it continues on the path towards becoming
a regional player. Logo has been pursuing its firm growth with 41%
revenue CAGR (compound annual growth rate) in the last 10 years.

Since its foundation, Logo has been the innovative leader of its
sector with the innovations it brought with its products, services,
and business processes; more importantly with the added value it
created in the digital transformation. Logo has invested in different
businesses and technologies, and in recent years has made great
leaps and revenue growth due to organic and inorganic growth.
Logo has always adopted a fair and transparent management, and
currently has a 66% free-float rate. The company became the first
public software company in Turkey in 2000.

Offers high
performance

Offer an
affordable total
cost of ownership

Provides an
open platform

* Brand Finance “Turkey’s most valuable and strongest brands report”, June 2019
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